
Report on Examination of the Thesis by Ing. Martin Kotol,
Entitled:
NEURAL MODELING OF ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS IN CARS.

Machine learning techniques are utilized by Kotol to characterize wireless
transmissions channels inside cars. Attention is focused on modeling of channel
transfer functions (CTF) in the UWB (from 3 GHz to 11 GHz) and the 60 GHz
ISM frequency bands. Proposed approach involves analytical approximations
of electromagnetic wave propagation, realistic numerical models, and measure-
ments. The measurements are provided in both laboratory and real conditions.
Within the frame of laboratory conditions the analytical approximations and
numerical results are compared to the measured values. The measurements
provided on real cars are further processed and employed for training of neu-
ral approximators of the CTF and neural classifiers. A detection of occupied
seats is provided by a trained neural classifiers and tested in real conditions to
demonstrate a practical application of the developed method.

The author developed and explained a general methodology for exploiting
artificial neural networks in very attractive and topical area. Most of his results
are original ones. Obviously, a proper integration of many systems assembled
and implemented in cars requires a multidisciplinary approach to be used. A
data-driven analysis containing machine learning, neural networks, and related
technologies are essential for this purpose.

The thesis is well structured, the results are presented within each section.
In my opinion, the work can be divided onto four parts: state of the art, a proof
of concept in laboratory conditions, neural modeling of CTF, and a design of
neural classifiers. Since my expertise lies rather in neural modeling, I will focus
mainly on this part in the rest of my review.

In state of the art section, the candidate addresses recent papers on appli-
cations of neural networks in modeling of a wireless channel. Unfortunately,
the reference papers related to the principals of artificial neural networks are
rather obsolete. A new age of neural networks dealing with so called ”big data”
problems have been started. More recent machine learning techniques were
developed, for example, by G. E. Hinton (Restricted Boltzman Machine), Y.
Bengio (auto-encoders), or V. Maaten (stochastic neighbor embedding). Unfor-
tunately, this was not discussed in the work.

In sections 5.1 and 5.2, values of parameter S21 are measured and approx-
imated by a polynomial function across frequencies before training of ANNs.
Thus, the order of the polynomial drives an amount of noise, even deterministic
one, to be fitted by an ANN. This step is an equivalent to training of ANNs
containing different numbers of neurons (various orders) to raw data. Since the
data are filtered by a polynomial before training, the choice of the polynomial
order is crucial. For example, in section 5.1 the polynomial can be even con-
sidered as the final model since the ANN is expected and tested to generalize
well exclusively in frequency domain. My first question is, how the order of
polynomials was chosen.

Neural estimators of passengers are investigated in sections 5.3 and 5.4. A
CTF is considered as a fingerprint of a specific crew configuration inside a car.
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From my point of view, the application of neural classifiers in estimation of
number of passengers is the main novel contribution of the work. If it was
possible to install the measurement equipment to a taxi car, for example, even
higher number of CTF patterns and states could be explored during the daily
routine inside a car. In that case, the dataset would not contain labels (output
training patterns) and only CTF measurements across time would be available.
My second question is, if it is possible to arrange such a measurement and how
would the candidate approach to the data without output patterns.

On page number 49, Kotol described that the trained classifiers were vali-
dated on measurements of CTF in a different car. However, the testing car/s
was/were not further specified. Please describe differences between training and
testing environment in more detail.

The RBF network provided the best results as it is summarized in table
5.2. A number of neurons involved in RBF models was not mentioned in the
work. Generally, the RBF suffers for involving more neurons compared to the
multi layered perceptron (FF ANN). Thus, the RBF is originally not suitable
for bigger problems. Please, compare numbers of neurons involved in both RBF
an FF ANN models. If the RBF utilized significantly higher number of neurons
(in case of many training patterns), what would be an approach to decrease the
number of neurons?

Finally, the classifiers are compared based on calculated accuracy. The pre-
sented accuracy values contain both false positives and false negative errors.
However, it might be interesting to see if the classifiers are biased to one of
the errors. Practically, one could see a big difference between a situation when
somebody forgets a child in the school since his AI told him its sitting on the
rear seat and a murder of a taxi driver due to his AI missed a person sitting on
the rear seat.

In conclusion, the candidate mentioned that improved accuracies could be
achieved by additional data processing. What the additional data processing
would be?

In general, Kotol sufficiently published his results on international confer-
ences and in scientific journals. Most of the work is written in excellent English.
Application of neural classifiers in detection of occupied seats is original and
novel contribution. Thus, it is recommended that the thesis be accepted by the
Faculty as a document satisfying the requirements for the award of a doctorate.

Ing. Vlastimil Koudelka Ph.D.
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